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Abstract—Path ORAM (Oblivious RAM) is a recently pro-
posed ORAM protocol for preventing information leakage from
memory access sequences. It receives wide adoption due to its
simplicity, practical efficiency and asymptotic efficiency. However,
Path ORAM has extremely large memory bandwidth demand,
leading to severe memory competition in server settings, e.g., a
server may service one application that uses Path ORAM and
one or multiple applications that do not. While Path ORAM
synchronously and intensively uses all memory channels, the
non-secure applications often exhibit low access intensity and
large channel level imbalance. Traditional memory scheduling
schemes lead to wasted memory bandwidth to the system and
large performance degradation to both types of applications.

In this paper, we propose CP-ORAM, a Cooperative Path
ORAM design, to effectively schedule the memory requests from
both types of applications. CP-ORAM consists of three schemes:
P-Path,R-Path, and W-Path. P-Path assigns and enforces schedul-
ing priority for effective memory bandwidth sharing. R-Path

maximizes bandwidth utilization by proactively scheduling read
operations from the next Path ORAM access. W-Path mitigates
contention on busy memory channels with write redirection. We
evaluate CP-ORAM and compare it to the state-of-the-art. Our
results show that CP-ORAM helps to achieve 20% performance
improvement on average over the baseline Path ORAM for the
secure application in a four-channel server setting.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the fast adoption of cloud computing paradigm, it

becomes increasingly important to prevent information leakage

from programs running on untrusted cloud servers. Secure

processor designs, e.g., XOM [12] and TPM [11], can encrypt

and secure the program code, the user data and its execution

flow. However, sensitive information may still be extracted

through memory access sequences [32], [19]. Studies showed

that completely stopping information leakage from memory

access patterns requires ORAM (Oblivious RAM) [9], [10],

a cryptographic primitive that often incurs large performance

overhead. The recent advance on ORAM proposed Path

ORAM [23], a simple and practical ORAM protocol that has

greatly improved asymptotic efficiency.

Cloud service providers often consolidate multiple appli-

cations on one physical server to reduce power and energy

consumption, and to maximize system resource utilization.

This is also preferred when executing a secure application that

adopts Path ORAM — Path ORAM converts each memory

access from the secure application to tens to hundreds of mem-

ory accesses, which would leave most system resources idle

if the secure application monopolizes the server. Therefore,

it is natural to consolidate one secure application with one

or multiple non-secure applications on one physical server.

Unfortunately, due to the extreme memory access intensity

in Path ORAM, it is challenging to effectively schedule

memory requests from both types of applications. In particular,

Path ORAM synchronously distributes its memory accesses

across all memory channels, while non-secure applications

have much lower access intensity and memory requests exhibit

significant imbalance at the channel level. Adopting traditional

memory scheduling schemes often wastes large memory band-

width and introduces large performance degradation to both

types of application.

In this paper, we propose CP-ORAM, a Cooperative Path

ORAM design, to address the above issues. We summarize

our contributions as follows.

• We study the co-run interference between secure and non-

secure applications and analyze the root causes of the in-

effectiveness in adopting traditional memory scheduling.

To our knowledge, this is the first paper that focuses on

memory scheduling for Path ORAM in server settings.

• We propose CP-ORAM that consists of three coopera-

tive scheduling schemes for effective memory bandwidth

sharing. P-Path is designed to assign and enforce schedul-

ing priority during the co-run. R-Path maximizes channel

utilization by proactively scheduling read operations from

the following Path ORAM access. W-Path mitigates con-

tention on busy channels by writes redirection.

• We evaluate CP-ORAM and compare it to the state-of-

the-art. Our experimental results show that CP-ORAM

achieves an average of 20% performance improvement

over the baseline Path ORAM for the secure application

in a server setting with four channels.

In the rest of the paper, we present the ORAM background

in Section II. We motivate the design and elaborate the

three schemes in Section III. We discuss the experimental

methodology and the results in Section IV and V, respectively.

Additional related work is discussed in Section VI. We con-

clude the paper in Section VII.
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Fig. 1. The threat model.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we discuss the threat model, briefly review

the ORAM and Path ORAM algorithms, and then present the

server setting of our baseline.

A. Threat Model

The threat model adopted in this paper follows that in

previous work [8], [19], [31]. With the processor being the

only hardware component within the trusted computing base

(TCB) [11], an adversary can access the data stored in main

memory and the data communicated on address and data buses.

Such access includes potential physical access to the hardware

and may be enhanced by specially designed devices and tools,

e.g., bus traffic analyzer [26].

To ensure security, the data in the main memory are

encrypted with architectural assisted security enhancements

[24], [29], which not only ensure data secrecy and integrity but

also minimize performance overhead to the system. However,

as shown in Figure 1, accessing user data needs to have

plain text physical addresses sent to the memory modules,

making encryption alone designs insufficient. For example,

by tampering with the memory address bus, an adversary

can extract important information from the observed access

patterns, e.g., the files being accessed in a cloud file system

[28], [22], the disease/specialist information being looked up

in a medical application [4], and the queries being executed on

a database [2]. Even when both code and data are unknown

to the adversary, previous work has demonstrated a control

flow graph (CFG) fingerprinting technique to identify known

pieces of code solely based on the address trace [32].

The security focus in this paper is on preventing information

leakage from address access patterns.

B. Oblivious RAM

Oblivious RAM (ORAM) [9], [10] is a cryptographic

primitive for preventing information leakage from memory

access sequences. ORAM conceals the access pattern from

an application by continuously shuffling and re-encrypting the

memory data after each access. An adversary, while still being

able to observe all the memory addresses transmitted on the

bus, has negligible probability to extract the real access pattern.

Path ORAM [23] was recently proposed as a practical

ORAM implementation. In Path ORAM, the unsafe memory

is structured as a balanced binary tree, where each node is

referred to as a bucket that can hold Z blocks (a block is
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Fig. 2. The Path ORAM scheme.

often of the size of a cacheline, i.e., 64B). The tree has L+1

levels — the root of tree is at level 0 while the leaves are at

level L. The total number of data blocks that an ORAM tree

can hold is N=Z*(2
L+1-1). For the example in Figure 2, we

have L=3, Z=4, and N=60.

The blocks in the Path ORAM tree can be either real data

blocks or dummy blocks. The dummy blocks are introduced

as space filler, which may be replaced with real data blocks if

needed. An adversary cannot differentiate dummy blocks from

real ones as encryption hides the contents of the blocks.

The ORAM interface for Path ORAM consists of a stash,

a position map, the address logic and encryption/decryption

logic. The stash is a small buffer that stores up to C data

blocks from the ORAM tree. The position map is a lookup

table that maps program addresses to data blocks in the tree.

A Path ORAM tree has 2L paths from the root to different

leaves. Given an LLC (last level cache) miss, the program

address is first sent to the position map to determine on which

path the requested block is stored. Assuming the block is on

path l, the address logic determines the actual DRAM physical

address using a static mapping table. Then the physical address

is sent to DRAM controller and translated to DRAM device

commands, such as PRE, ACT, RD, and WR, to perform actual

memory operations.

Accessing a memory data block starts with the search for

the block in the stash. A stash hit terminates the search and

returns the block while a stash miss results in a Path ORAM

access to the unsafe memory. Assuming that the block is on

path l, each ORAM access consists of two phases — read

phase and write phase.

• In the read phase, all the data blocks on path l are read

and decrypted, and stored in the stash. For an LLC read

miss, the requested block is then returned. For an LLC

write miss, the requested block gets updated in the stash.

After the access, Path ORAM maps the requested block
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Fig. 5. S-App has phase barriers and wastes memory bandwidth if out of synchronization.

that are traditionally categorized as memory intensive, have

much low memory access intensity. Therefore, it is natural to

consolidate S-App and NS-App applications on one server to

improve resource utilization and save energy consumption.

We study the performance degradation when two applica-

tions, one S-App and one NS-App, co-run on one server.

Figure 4 reports the average (Gmean), worst (Worst), and

best (Best) results, which are normalized to the solo ex-

ecution of each application. Gmean averages the results of

a suite of workloads. The worst (and best) case considers

the summed degradation percentages in different co-runs. The

system settings are listed in Section IV. From the figure, we

have two observations.

• In Best, both types of applications have little perfor-

mance degradation. This indicates that consolidation has

the potential to significantly improve resource utilization

in server setting.

• In Worst, both types of applications suffers from large

degradation. NS-App suffers more percentage degrada-

tion than S-App does, i.e., 80% vs 20% degradation when

comparing to the solo run.

While S-App has smaller percentage degradation, the

memory bandwidth utilization is greatly reduced. Given

that S-App often utilizes almost full peak memory band-

width [19] and its performance largely depends on the

memory performance in solo execution, a 20% degra-

dation in Worst indicates that the system allocates

10.2GB/s (=20%× 4×12.8GB/s) memory bandwidth to

the co-run NS-App. However, the MPKI (memory ac-

cesses per kilo instructions) of the NS-App in Worst

is 24, i.e., 0.2GB/s bandwidth demand at most, which is

much lower than the actually allocated amount.

To exploit the consolidation potential while mitigating the

performance degradation, we analyze the co-run in details and

identify the root causes of the degradation to each type of the

applications.

1) Root Cause of S-App Degradation: The S-App, to max-

imize channel utilization, maps the blocks in each bucket to

different channels [19]. This leads to the synchronous progress

across different channels, as shown in Figure 5(a). [19] showed

that the memory utilization is close to peak bandwidth with

synchronized progress. In Path ORAM, each ORAM access

includes a read phase and a write phase. For security reasons,

the write phase cannot start before the read phase completes.

Also, a new ORAM access cannot start before the preceding

one completes. Therefore, the end of each phase effectively

becomes the synchronization barrier for all channels. This is

referred to as phase barrier in this paper.

In Figure 5(b), if one channel is slowed down due to

scheduling the memory requests from NS-App, other channels

need to wait even if they finish early. This leads to large

memory bandwidth waste and significantly slows down S-

App because the performance of the latter depends mainly

on memory performance.

TABLE I
SELECTIVE DRAM INTERNAL TIMING CONSTRAINT(AT 800MHZ)

Timing Cycles Description

tRP 11

Row Precharge. The time interval
that it takes for a DRAM array to be
precharged for another row access.

tRCD 11

Row to Column command Delay.
The time interval between row access
and data ready at sense amplifiers.

tRRD 5

Row activation to Row activation
Delay. The minimum time interval
between two row activation commands
to the same DRAM device. Limits
peak current profile.

tFAW 32

Four (row) bank Activation Window.
A rolling time-frame in which a
maximum of four bank activations
can be engaged.

tCAS 11

Column Access Strobe latency.The time
interval between column access command
and the start of data return by the device.

tBurst 4
Data burst duration. The time period
that data burst occupies on the data bus.

2) Root Cause of NS-App Degradation: As discussed, the

memory access intensity of NS-App is much lower than that

of S-App. Given that the performance degradation of NS-

App comes mainly from memory bandwidth competition, we

next study the root cause by studying the memory scheduling

details. Path ORAM adopts open page policy for better per-

formance [19] — servicing a read request normally needs a

PRE command to close the current row in the target bank, a
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Fig. 8. P-Path pre-allocates bus slots to enforce priority allocation for NS-App.

B. P-Path: Enforce Scheduling Priority through

Resource Pre-Allocation

To address the large performance loss in the co-run, we

propose CP-ORAM that consists of three cooperative mem-

ory scheduling schemes — P-Path, R-Path, and W-Path. We

elaborate P-Path in this section and R-Path and W-Path in

following sections.

P-Path is designed to assign scheduling priority to NS-App

and enforce this priority through resource pre-allocation. The

simple allocation in Section III-A, while prioritizing PRE,

cannot prevent ACT and RD commands from being delayed

by S-App requests. The P-Path scheme addresses this issue by

resource pre-allocation. That is, when the memory controller

sends out PRE for an NS-App read request, it also allocates

address, data, and command bus slots for its coming ACT and

RD commands. S-App requests, even if they are row buffer

hits, cannot be scheduled if otherwise leading to resource

conflict. Figure 8 illustrates that an S-App RD for a row buffer

hit cannot be scheduled within (tBurst-1) cycles from the pre-

allocated RD slot.

While pre-allocation helps to enforce priority allocation for

NS-App, it may degrade S-App performance significantly.

Therefore, as shown in Algorithm 1, P-Path proportionally

pre-allocates channel and bus resources based on a given

threshold th (percentage value) and pre-allocates for every

th×10 out of 10 row buffer miss requests from NS-App. The

threshold th is statically determined in this paper. We leave it

as our future work to develop dynamic threshold adjustment

for better trade-off among resource utilization and performance

improvement. The algorithm gives NS-App higher scheduling

priority, i.e., if an S-App request/device command and an NS-

App request/device command are ready at the same time, the

priority is always given to NS-App. The algorithm is enabled

only for row buffer misses from NS-App, the requests with

row buffer hits do not need resource pre-allocation.

C. R-Path: Maximize Memory Bandwidth Utilization using

Next Read

From the analysis in Section III-A, the performance degra-

dation of S-App comes mainly from the phase barriers. That

is, the progress of multiple memory channels may lose syn-

chronization due to co-run interference; if the slowest channel

has not reached its phase barrier, other faster channels have to

wait, leading to significant waste of memory bandwidth. In this

section, we propose R-Path to maximize memory bandwidth

utilization using the read operations from next ORAM access.

Algorithm 1: P-Path Scheduling Algorithm

Input: PreAllocation Threshold th (percentage value)

Output: Issue proper command to DRAM

Parameter: cycle: program cycle;

cnt: row buffer misses from NS-App

1 while not end of program do

2 if can issue memory commands at cycle then

3 check channel command queue;

4 if has commands from NS-App then

5 issue the command;

6 if the command is PRE, i.e., being a row

buffer miss then

7 cnt = cnt++ % 10 ;

8 if cnt < th×10 then

9 pre-allocate address, command, and

data bus slots for ACT and RD/WR;

10 end

11 end

12 else

13 issue S-App command;

14 end

15 else

16 continue;

17 end

18 cycle++;

19 end

R-Path is designed to schedule memory operations across

phase barrier to improve bandwidth utilization. Figure 9 elab-

orates what operations may be promoted without tampering

with the correctness as well as the security of Path ORAM.

In the example, we assume two consecutive Path ORAM

accesses need to access blocks b1 and b2 on paths 11 and

l2, respectively. Along path l1, there might exist a block b3

from path l3. Paths l1 and l3 have significant overlap while

paths l1 and l2 only overlap at a level close to the root. For

simplicity, we assume b1 and b2 are mapped to paths lx and

ly, respectively, after the accesses and these two paths have

no overlap with l1 and l3 other than the root bucket (so that

they are ignored from discussion). Since Path ORAM tries to

push blocks as deep as possible in the write phase, b3 may

replace b1’s place. Given that we do not know if b3 exists

until we read all blocks from l1, the write phase is tightly data

dependent on the read phase. Therefore, we cannot schedule
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Fig. 9. R-Path safely promotes reads from the next
ORAM access.
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Fig. 10. R-Path improves memory bandwidth utilization and speeds up program execution.

operations from the write phase to the read phase in the same

ORAM access.

Interestingly, the blocks read during the read phase of the

second ORAM access, i.e., reading path l2, do not have data

dependence. In this example, path l1 and l2 overlap at a

level that is close to the root bucket. Since the top 10 levels

of the tree are cached, accessing the overlapped buckets does

not lead to memory accesses. Thus, it is safe to schedule

read operations from the second ORAM access to improve the

bandwidth utilization. This effectively prefetches data blocks

from the read phase of the next ORAM access.

To ensure the correctness of Path ORAM, R-Path works as

follows.

• R-Path only prefetches data blocks from the read phase

of its immediate next ORAM access and stores the

prefetched blocks in a small read buffer. The prefetched

blocks cannot be sent to stash directly as, otherwise, some

blocks may be selected for write back to path l1 in write

phase. The latter is infeasible when there is no prefetch.

In this paper, each ORAM path stores 14 (=24-10) levels

of the tree in memory. Therefore, the prefetch buffer

needs to hold at most 56 blocks. The prefetched data

are copied to the stash after Path ORAM has determined

what to write for the write phase of the current access.

• R-Path creates a dummy access if there is no ORAM

access in the queue, similar to that in [15], [7].

If the 2nd ORAM access overlaps with the 1st one in

memory, i.e., at a level ≥ 10, we enable the fork path

optimization [31] and disable R-Path. Our experimental

results show that the probability of the former is very low

due to its low probability after large tree top caching.

As shown in Figure 10, R-Path promotes read operations

from the 2nd ORAM read to the 1st read or write phases,

which improves the memory bandwidth utilization of the 1st

read and write phases, and shortens the read length of the 2nd

ORAM access.

D. W-Path: Mitigating Write Traffic on Busy Channels

R-Path shortens the length of read phase by promoting

some of its operations to preceding phases. It cannot reduce

the length of write phase because write operations cannot be

promoted across the read/write phase barrier in one ORAM

access. In this section, we elaborate the W-Path design to

mitigate the co-run interference in the write phase of Path

ORAM access.

Intuitively, W-Path schedules write operations across phase

barriers by deferring them to future write phases. In this way,

write operations can also be moved across the phase barriers,

but not the read/write phase barrier in the same access. Figure

11 illustrates how it works.
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Fig. 11. W-Path uses a write buffer to schedule write operations across phase
barriers.

• W-Path is triggered when one or multiple memory chan-

nels finish their write operations for the current ORAM

access. W-Path searches for the data blocks in the write

buffer that need to be written to the fast channels and

starts to expunge them. Their slots in the write buffer are

then identified as empty entries.

• Given that one ORAM access writes back 14 blocks to

each channel. We integrate a 56-block write buffer. The

write buffer reserves 8 entries for each channel and let

all channels compete for the rest of the entries.

• W-Path aggressively uses the write buffer to shorten the

length of the write phase. If a channel has data blocks in

its ready queue, and the write buffer has empty reserved

entries for this channel, W-Path moves one block from

the corresponding channel queue to the write buffer. If
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the reserved entries in the write buffer for the channel

are full, W-Path moves blocks only if doing so helps to

reduce the length of the write phase.

• The write buffer is looked up during the read phase such

that a hit in the write buffer gets the data from the write

buffer directly.

As a comparison to R-Path that can move read operations

across phase barriers to the read and write phases of the

preceding ORAM access, W-Path temporarily buffers the write

operations in the write buffer such that they are defer to future

ORAM accesses.

E. Architectural Enhancements

Figure 12 presents an overview of CP-ORAM design. The

shaded boxes indicates the components that are either added

or enhanced. We enhance the DRAM controller to enable fine-

grained priority enforcement. The read buffer (for R-Path) and

write buffer (for W-Path) are added into the ORAM controller.

In this paper, each buffer can store up to 56 blocks, i.e.,

4KB each. In the read phase, for the current ORAM access,

the write buffer is looked up with matched blocks sent to

stash. At the end of write phase, i.e., the beginning of the

next read phase, the blocks in read buffer are sent to stash.

Both operations are in parallel with the accessing of remaining

blocks (of the current ORAM access) from the memory. In the

write phase, the write buffer is visited when a block need to be

swapped out. Since the write buffer is very small (14 entries

per channel), finding a block to be written out is relatively

fast, and imposes negligible accessing overhead.

Read Buffer Write Buffer

Stash

Tree-Top Cache

Pos. Map

ORAM Controller DRAM Controller

Scheduler

CMD 
Queue

Fig. 12. Architectural enhancements for CP-ORAM.

The secure processor can switch between secure mode and

non-secure mode. The former demands encryption and Path

ORAM while the latter has no security enforcement. In this

paper, we assume there is no address space overlap between S-

App and NS-App, and one bit is communicated to the memory

controller to differentiate S-App memory accesses from NS-

App ones.

F. Security Analysis

ORAM prevents information leakage with address random-

ization – it assigns a new physical address to each program

address accessed. Our cooperative designs do not modify this

strategy and thus do not compromise the security guarantee of

Path ORAM.

The first scheme, P-Path, modifies the scheduling priority

based on a simple counter. The resource pre-allocation policy

only affects the completion time but dose not reveal additional

pattern information. The second scheme, R-Path, prefetches

data blocks from the following ORAM access. R-Path is

enabled only if the paths of two accesses do not overlap

at a level in memory. Therefore, the data blocks from the

2nd path need to be read anyway. The exception is that the

second ORAM access becomes ready after the read phase

the preceding one — in this case, a dummy access shall

be inserted, which delays the second ORAM access by one

ORAM access length. As discussed in [31], this does not

degrade security. Due to large top cache we use in the paper,

we did not observe the merging opportunity as in [31]. The W-

Path does not compromise security guarantee either. W-Path

alters the timing of the write operations, but not the contents.

The encrypted data blocks are eventually written back to the

memory, the same as the baseline.

In addition, our proposed schemes do not increase stash

overflow probability. The read buffer and write buffer ensure

the stash remains the same as the baseline.

IV. THE EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

To evaluate the effectiveness of CP-ORAM, we used

USIMM, a cycle accurate memory system simulator [3], to

simulate the proposed schemes and compare them to the

state-of-the-art. Table II summarizes the baseline server con-

figuration on which we co-ran two applications — one S-

App and one NS-App. The DRAM memory follows JEDEC

DDR3-1600 specification. We adopted the default values in

the specification that are strictly enforced in USIMM.

In the baseline setting, each application has its own

4GB memory space. The address mapping follows the order

of “row:bank:column:rank:channel:offset” such that

Path ORAM maximizes its row buffer hit and both applications

fully utilize all channels, as shown in [19].

TABLE II
BASELINE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

Parameter Value

Processor Dual-core, 3.2GHz
Processor ROB size 128
Processor retire width 4
Processor fetch width 4

Last Level Cache 512 KB per core

Memory bus speed 800MHz
Memory channels 4
Ranks per channel 1
Banks per rank 8
Rows per bank 16384
Columns (cache lines)/row 128
Memory Space 4GB + 4GB

We chose a set of memory intensive benchmarks from

PARSEC suite, commercial, SPEC and BioBench, as they

were used in MSC [1]. Each benchmark is simulated for 5

billion instructions, and 500 million representative instructions

were selected with a methodology similar to Simpoint [1].

We constructed the workloads for evaluation as follows: each

workload consists of one S-App and one NS-App that are

of the same program: S-App version adopts encryption and

Path ORAM protection while NS-App version does not. Their

visible physical address sequences are completely different.

We also show other combinations in the detailed result anal-

ysis. Table III describes the benchmark programs. The MPKI
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Intel processors.

Memory scheduling. Several memory scheduling algo-

rithms have been proposed to achieve fair sharing of the

memory bandwidth. Mutlu et al. [17] proposed to achieve fair

schedule between streaming and random access applications in

DRAM system. Mutlu et al. [18] improved fairness in memory

scheduling using batching. Craeynest et al. [5] proposed equal-

time scheduling and equal-progress scheduling to adjust the

amount of resource that each thread receives. However, these

schemes did not consider the extreme biased co-run of S-App

and NS-App, and cannot address the new challenges in this

paper.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed CP-ORAM, a cooperative Path

ORAM design to address the severe interference when secure

and non-secure applications co-run in server settings. We

analyzed the memory scheduling in details from which we

identified the root causes of the large performance degradation

to S-App and NS-App applications. We then proposed three

schemes, P-Path, R-Path, and W-Path, to improve memory

bandwidth sharing. Our experimental results showed that, CP-

ORAM achieves 20% performance improvement on average

over the baseline with the 4-channel settings.
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